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About This Game

Puppy Doge VR offers a light VR experience where players casually interact with a puppy.

features:

 choose from 3 different puppies

 pet puppies by stroking their fur

 feed or play fetch

 Optional "Doge Mode" inspired by internet meme

Disclaimer: this basic simulation DOES NOT feature mechanics such as growth or obedience training. This is not a full blown
pet game.
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puppy doge vr

I followed this game along on reddit for a couple weeks before getting it and I have to say, it is one of the best kingdom
management games out there. The amount of detail to races, the infinite amount of bardic songs, the ascii art, and all of the
minigames make this game quite unique!

The dev is really responsive to questions and suggestions and he pumps out updates which is really nice. The only bad part of
this game are the certain things that are always 100% the same, which make sense that they are but still, after playing it for a
long time you can remember exactly those things are and what they do.

All in all a 9/10! (Really wish the locations could be randomized). You know the game is gonna get wild when it takes you two
tries to pronounce the name.. Reminiscing my childhood through this game.
Eating fishes had never been so fun.
You can call it fishy.
. good music by the same people that did The Yawhg soundtrack. This is a terrific simulation of robotics and circuit board logic
programming disguised as a game; but a GREAT GAME! If you want to challenge your brain for a mere fraction of the cost of
acquiring a robotics kit and electronics you are in for a real treat. I just got this title a few days ago, but I'm already finding
myself staying awake just to try out my latest idea to improve my design or to solve the puzzles with multiple designs. I have yet
to try out the sandbox mode, but am really looking forward to it. Great job Incandescent Games for bringing this title to the
masses! Thank you!. iv had fun with every thing in it so far :). Note: This is a guide AND review. If you don't want a full guide,
just skip this review and go to a different one. And if buying this game, please read the full review! I want to you have a good
experience in this game.

So, if you want this game, I want to tell you, there are some downsides and tricky controls. I do recommend this game only if
you know the controls, so I will tell you them. First off, moving / walking. To those players, this game is not available with
arrow keys. Arrows keys (and the mouse) move the camera. Use W A S D to walk / drive around. Now, to getting / making a
car. When you are at a door of an editor, you want to press E on the orange dot. This brings you inside the editor. Now, look at
all of these buttons! What do I do? There's so many! First, you should go and press the vehicles / files button. This is at the top
left corner of the screen. It looks like a folder. Read the captions while hovering your mouse over them, and you'll find it. Now
click it. There should be some cars in it already. Click one of your desired vehicles, and click the "open" button. Now, you want
to press the button at the top right corner of the screen that looks like a Lego car. Now, you have spawned a car. Go and drive
around to get the feel of this vehicle. If you don't like it, just repeat what I said earlier.

Now to editor controls.

So, I've already told you about getting a car, walking around, driving etc. Now you should try building a car. First, you should go
to the 1s / flat brick folder at the left side of the editor. It should show a 4x(something) plate. Get the longest one (not flat,
keeping the studs). Now, to paint it, there is a white box thing at the right side of the editor. Click that and choose a colour.
Now, get out of the 4x(something) folder and go to axles. It should show a Lego styled axle as the folder picture. Choose a 2x4
axle. It's like your average 4 stud long 2 stud wide Lego brick, but shorter. Put that somewhere on the plate you placed at first,
and press C once you place that one. Now since you have pressed C, it copied that axle brick. Move that other axle brick to the
back of the base plate. Now, the tricky part. Making the axles work. Just keep the original coding on for now, but make sure
theres an arrow on each axle facing the other blue arrow in front of the base plate. Select the front axle, and click the steering
angle thing. Type in 35 or 45. I prefer 35, but you can go as high / low as you want. Now, choose an engine. Once again, get out
of the axles folder, and click a thing that looks like an engine. Choose an engine, and place it somewhere on the base. Then, get
out of that folder, and go to the wheels folder. Choose a wheel, rotate it, and put it on every axle (more controls will be at the
bottom of this). Then, go into the controls folder. It looks like a seat. Get a seat (make sure it doesn't say passenger seat), and
put it on your base. Now, spawn it. Congrats! Your first working vehicle. If you want it to look like a car, I'll give you some
controls down below.

Rotating a brick: W A S D Q E. Moving a brick up and down: Shift button and W / S. Rotating a brick very faintly: Shift button
and A D Q E.

To save a vehicle you made, click another button at the top left corner of your screen. This one looks like a door. Make sure
while hovering over it it says something about saving the current vehicle.
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Respawning a vehicle: CTRL and C at the same time, or pressing the delete / backspace button. Making a vehicle invincible /
godmoding it: CTRL and G at the same time. Using freecamera: F to go into freecamera mode, W A S D Q E for moving the
camera (including mouse to move camera). Spawning a vehicle in freecamera: Spacebar.

I hope this review was helpful for you!. Please disable that goddamn villians
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I just purchase it and it does not load on the HTC vive headset from steam.
I want a coffee instead for my 2$ ;). Seems the concept and story seem nice but the controls are awful. The game doesn't point
you to the right direction at all. I think I skipped a chapter and just kept collecting stuff and throwing it... not intuitive at all.

Lots of bugs and stupid deaths, like jumping of the window or sinking over and over and having to restart the room.

If you get stuck in the first screen, notice how the "phone" is very similar to another box you have in the room. So when you
obediently click and it blows up, maybe you don't have time to see you have to eh, put a box in a place... to answer the phone?
Also, you can't open the door until you do that and the game doesn't give you any indication whatsoever except "click to grab
stuff"

Last but not least, the game rickrolls you while trying to be serious and make a sense out of the "hacking".. Live Wallpaper
Master has a lot of content for it through it's Workshop. It's an idea I truly admire to see come to life through this piece of
software and I do like it's execution. However, there are a few issues I've personally found it with. Like dragging the selection
square around the desktop itself, tends to make the lining jitter. I have CCleaner installed and when I right clicked the Recycle
Bin to find it's option in the right click menu - it wasn't there. I only had about 4 options to go with.

I don't really like the idea of the program having to use my Steam status at all times, making me wish it was a standalone
program at best.

The software does it's job but it's inches from perfection and it's something I absolutely wish in future operating systems and
future programs would pick up on. Because static wallpaper imagery is a thing of the past! Ah well, though. The price isn't
horrid but just be aware of what you're getting before buying.. Not quite usable with WMR, as the clicker controls don't work.
If they fix it, I'll give this a marginally positive review: it serves a useful function, and no one else at this time provides the same
feature on Steam. As far as I know, this is the only product in its category on Steam, so if your clicker works, use it.
In general, this feels like cheap knock-off of VirtualSpeech, a fairly slick smartphone VR app for Cardboard. That's fine in
theory, since VirtualSpeech doesn't yet have an app on Steam, and we need *someone* to provide this service on Steam. But the
comparison is not favorable to Speech Trainer: the clicker doesn't work on my headset, the models are low res, there's only one
setting, there's no "job interview" mode, no feedback on speech performance, and there's no training material or courses. But at
least the price is right.. I wish there were more of these games on Steam. FreezeME is a full Super Mario fix and plays well on
the Steam Controller. Would I say it's perfect? No, but there's a lot it does right:

Pros:
-Surprising amount of professional polish to: area designs, menus, animations, etc.
-Great game layout as far as traditional Super Mario like game goals go. With bonus/challenge areas, revisiting same locations to
get more challenging gold cubes, etc.
-Captures that Super Mario platformer "themepark" feel pretty much spot on. Where you can see all the challenges around you
that makes you want to keep exploring more.
-Lastly, GREAT VIEW CAMERA. It doesn't try and get too smart and most importantly, it lets you flip the axis to what you
like.

Cons:
-Freeze Camera aiming is a little weird/takes some getting used to. A more intuitive control scheme where the view stays in 3rd
person, but auto locks onto the freeze camera target and back again might work better. Or t least make it a check box, so you
can have either/or, depending on what works for the player. To me, it's weird moving a little tracer line around from whatever
side angle your view happens to be at when you bring the camera out. Also, the aiming is a little dicey, it needs an acceleration
curve or some kind of smoothing.
-Wish there was a sprint feature where you would start to run a little faster outside, like the LEGO games do in open world
exploration areas.
-I wish the main character had a little more personality, the black haired glasses thing is fine, just a little too "Plain Jane" to stick
in your mind and remember.

Overall though, I'm very happy with this game as a pretty good Super Mario fix, of which there are not many this true to form
on Steam. I paid full asking price and would do it again.. Lovely game, nice story, its short game but i could live with that.
The price is on the other hand a tiny bit over the top compared to the gameplay, but yeah if u like point and click adventures
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than its def worth a try.. Very helpful for beginners, As a beginner myself. I use this to make video game music and the chiptune
DLC pack is perfect for doing so!. Similar to the Zuma series or Luxor, you shoot colored balls at a slowly moving ball-snake
(my termonology) that is trying to get to a hole in the ground. If the ball-snake reaches the hole, you lose the level. After a few
levels you get some power ups that randomly appear after making matches. Every 4 or 5 levels you get a key that lets you unlock
more power ups. You can choose which power ups you want to unlock. It's always nice to have control over what special powers
you have so you can play in your style. The levels get tougher as the game progresses: 2 ball-snakes at once, zig-zag paths that
make it difficult to shoot balls where you want them, tunnels where you can't get at part of the ball-snake while it goes through,
etc.

Power ups include:

Slow - always useful!
Backwards - the ball-snake creeps backwards for a few seconds
Shooter (I forget what it's called) - you shoot a fire dart, first only one but later you can upgrade to 3.
Blast - creates a big blast that takes out all balls in the area of the blast, small at first but can be upgraded
Orb of Decay - This is a good one, though it sounds like it would slowly decay them it actually does it instantly. A trail of black
smoke destroys orbs in a certain area when you use this one.
And more that I have not unlocked yet.

The main gameplay area is shown as a map that you progress across (I can't remember if there was some kind of story).
There is also a Challenge area where you try to play levels as long as you can. Those unlock as you go along in the main map
gameplay. I'm not sure if there are leaderboards or if you are just playing for your own record.

There are Achievements.
There are Trading Cards.
There are 3 Difficulty settings including "Nightmare" for those who want a challenge!

Graphics aren't the greatest (looks like a phone game) and the music is probably that free stuff but I just want to play, I don't
care how things look and sound. There is one music track I like that is fun and quirky. I assume it randomly picks a track.

It's a great game for short bursts of play.

((For the record, I bought this on Steam with my own money.). The Control is very good and the sounds are realistic .. It is a
very good and Nice train.. POLAND CAN INTO SPACE 10/10 GAME OF THE YEAR
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